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After collecting the fourth element (wind) in Antarctica, Ret returns home to find the resistance is

only increasing. Every nation has joined the effort to stop him, and thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s talk of a threat

against Coy Manor. Thanks to an ally at Waters Deep, our heroes learn a secret that takes them to

a mysterious tree in Russia where Ret discovers a land lost in time (and a new admirer). Meanwhile,

a death in the community sets Ana on a mission to uncover the truth about nutrition, eventually

gleaning her answer when Paige discovers a strange drawing of Stonehenge deep within the Keep.

At the same time, Jaret accepts a mission to steal an item from Lye, and Mr. Coy stumbles upon a

deadly weapon that could spell RetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s doom... The stakes are high as the quest to fill the

Oracle takes on a whole new dimension, including Lye's plan that eliminates his need of Ret

entirely. Find out what the past can reveal about the present in the adventure to collect the fifth

element (wood)Ã¢â‚¬â€•an adventure that will teach Ret about a different kind of element by

revealing the mutant in us all.
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'C.W. Trisef' is our pen-name (the 'C' stands for Chad, and the 'W' stands for Wayne), and we've

both been dreamers for as long as we've been brothers. In 2010, we teamed up and started writing

The Oracle Series: a seven-book, fact-based, fiction-adventure series that chronicles the quest of a

young man who travels all over the world, exploring earthÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s greatest mysteries and

collecting natureÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s six core elements. Since then, we've published the first five books in the

series and visited hundreds of schools and communities all over the country, igniting the love of



reading and encouraging a movement to #CureTheWorld.

It continues the series. My son and I have been sciously waiting for book 6

Amazing. I started reading this series because the author came to my school in Portland Oregon. I

love the way that the characters are portrayed they are both inspiring and down to earth. I highly

recommend this book for all ages.

I love this series. As a teacher it has been fun watching my students get so excited about this brand

new series.

I have read all books in this series and I love how the story follows from book to book, the

Characters grow and change.

As a reading teacher, I love it when an author creates characters and a plot so rich with details and

so relatable, you get all wrapped up in the story and forget that you're not a part of it. C.W. Trisef

does this yet again in his fifth book of the Oracle Series, Mutant Wood. I loved this book just as

much as I have the first 4 books in the series! I enjoyed the vivid descriptions of the new settings in

the story which were intertwined with past settings; symbolic and important to the plot of the entire

series. I also really loved the important human lessons that clearly showed through, when the

characters dealt with conflicts they faced throughout the story. Paige, dealing with her insecurities

as far as her relationship with Ret, the loss of her mother and a father who wasn't really there for her

through much of her life. Watching her deal with the resulting depression and overcome it rather

than give in to it, is a lesson for all young people today. I was cheering for her! And Ret's soul

searching about how he viewed people who were different and learning that love had to be the most

important factor in how he related to all people. I loved that! The suspenseful moments and plot

twists were exciting from beginning to end. And some suspicions I had about a character clear back

in the first book, Sunken Earth, was almost completely revealed in Mutant Wood. Almost. I can't wait

for the next book in the series!

As  prompted me to describe the characters in this novel, it got me thinking. When I first read Book

1 of the oracle series I thought the characters were complex. After reading book 5, these characters

are far more than complex. In Mutant Wood, Trisef's characters are rich and authentic. The author's



creativity continues to flourish in book 5 as the characters discover a unique method to travel.

Lessons are embedded in the story as we learn of suffering and overcoming despair. The lessons of

nutrition were informative, I had no idea about the My Plate theory. However, I feel that they were

embossed in a way that felt forced as opposed to how lessons in earlier books as well as other

lessons in this book seemed to evolve more organically with the story line. Overall another great

read, can't wait to see what's in store for us with book 6.

This book was fabulous, my favorite of the series! I especially liked the character development with

Paige (how you explained her struggles with depression, this could really help readers). There were

also a bunch of twists that I was not expecting, so amazing how you can make another book in the

continuing series unpredictable, nice job!
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